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Abstract

Radial porosity profiles (RPP) are a new quantitative osteohistological parameter

designed to capture the dynamic changes in the primary porosity of limb bones

through ontogeny, providing insights into skeletal growth and functional develop-

ment of extant and extinct vertebrates. Previous work hypothesized that RPP

channelization—the intraskeletal alignment of RPPs across different bones resulting

from similar cortical compaction patterns—indicates increasing locomotor perform-

ance of the developing limbs. By investigating RPPs in ontogenetic series of

pheasants, pigeons and ducks representing distinct locomotor developmental

strategies, we test this hypothesis here and show that RPPs are indeed powerful

osteohistological correlates of locomotor ontogeny. Qualitative and quantitative

analyses reveal strong association between RPP channelization and fledging,

the most drastic locomotor transition in the life history of volant birds. The

channelization signal is less clear in precocial leg function; however, when additional

intraskeletal and intercohort RPP characteristics are considered, patterns related to

leg precocity can also be identified. Thus, we demonstrate that RPPs can be used in

future by palaeobiologists to generate breakthroughs in the study of the ontogeny

and evolution of flight in fossil birds and pterosaurs. With further baseline data

collection from modern terrestrial vertebrates, RPPs could also test hypotheses

regarding ontogenetic postural shifts in dinosaurs and other terrestrial archosaurs.

K E YWORD S

birds, fledging, precocial–altricial development, quantitative bone histology, RPP channelization

1 | INTRODUCTION

Parameters of bone histology that can be quantitatively related to

biological attributes of vertebrates, such as basal metabolic rate,

growth and musculoskeletal function, are fundamental to many

studies of extinct species ranging from fossil fish to dinosaurs (e.g.,

Cubo et al., 2012; Davesne et al., 2018; Kuehn et al., 2019; Lee &

Simons, 2015; Legendre et al., 2016; McGuire et al., 2020). Recently,

Prondvai et al. (2022) used a preliminary data set to introduce a new

osteohistological parameter, referred to as the radial porosity profile

(RPP). RPPs quantify the relative changes in primary porosity from

the innermost to the outermost cortex in the mid‐shaft of limb bones;

a histocharacter known to reflect growth dynamics (e.g., Castanet

et al., 1996; Cubo & Jalil, 2019; de Buffrénil et al., 2008; de Margerie
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et al., 2002; de Margerie et al., 2004; Francillon‐Vieillot et al., 1990;

Williams et al., 2004).

Prondvai et al. (2022) applied the RPP approach to a small

selection of extant and fossil paravians (birds and closely related

theropod dinosaurs). They showed that RPPs have versatile analytical

potential and identified an apparent correlation with locomotor

development during ontogeny. Their preliminary results suggested

that the progressive channelization of RPPs, that is the mutual

alignment (similar shapes and porosity values) of RPPs of different

limb bones within an individual, coincides with the increasing

functional performance of the limb modules through ontogeny

(Prondvai et al., 2022). These conclusions were largely based on

ducks characterized by disparate fore‐ and hind‐limb development

(Castanet et al., 1996; Dial & Carrier, 2012; Dial, Tobalske et al., 2012;

Prondvai et al., 2020) which represented the most complete, cohort‐

defined ontogenetic sample in their study.

Based on their findings, the authors hypothesized that RPP

channelization indicates the level of functional maturity and hence

was proposed as the first quantifiable, standardisable and compara-

tive osteohistological correlate to infer that a limb bone has

approached or reached its mature locomotor performance. If this

hypothesis is correct, the study of RPPs in a variety of fossil

tetrapods would have the potential to shed light on key questions in

their locomotor development, such as the onset of flight or

ontogenetic postural shifts (Prondvai et al., 2022).

Here, we test this hypothesis by extending the developmental

strategy spectrum of our previous preliminary data set that largely

relied on ducks with modular limb development. By sampling and

analyzing limb bone RPPs of complete ontogenetic series of the

highly precocial ring‐necked pheasant (Phasianus colchicus), the

chicks of which fledge at a very early posthatching age, and the

highly altricial homing pigeon (Columba livia) which only leaves the

nest when close to final size, we demonstrate that RPP

channelization is indeed a highly reliable indicator of locomotor

maturation regardless of whether or not diametric bone growth is

still in progress. Other ontogenetically changing characteristics,

such as the course of RPPs in homologous bones or the level of

skeletal dissociation, are also shown to aid inferences on the limbs’

functional performance. These new data on extant birds provide

the first firm osteohistological correlate of locomotor development

which can therefore be used to advance the detection, identifica-

tion and hence our understanding of various locomotor ontogenies

in long extinct vertebrates.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Material

Pheasants (Phasianus colchicus Linnaeus, 1758) were collected from a

farm (Pentre Farm, Llangollen) in North Wales during the breeding

season in 2020. The sample encompasses a complete ontogenetic

series represented by 24 pheasants from posthatching Day 2 up to

adulthood, that is, when the animals have reached their maximum

body length, are at or close to their mass asymptote and possess a

functionally mature plumage. The farm enclosures in which the

different pheasant cohorts were grown were large enough for the

fledged animals to fly. We only salvaged animals that died of natural

causes (accidents or unidentified) within their enclosures, which were

monitored daily allowing pheasant carcasses to be collected as

freshly as possible. Specimens were weighed and tagged with a note

of their age, weight, the possible cause and date of death, and were

kept in a freezer until their dissection could be performed at the

University of Birmingham.

For pigeons, we used transverse section images of 62 undecalci-

fied histological slides of humeri, ulnae, femora and tibiotarsi of 16

specimens representing a growth series of homing pigeon (Columba

livia forma domestica), published in the study of McGuire et al. (2020)

and made accessible at the Paleohistology Repository (http://

paleohistology.appspot.com/Page/Columba_livia.html).

RPP data for ducks (Anas platyrhynchos domesticus) published in

our previous study (Prondvai et al., 2022) were reused in this analysis.

Table 1 and Supporting Information: Online Materials S1‐S4 lists

the specimens used in this study with further details on the specimens,

their sampled bones and raw measurement data.

2.2 | Dissection and ground section preparation

For the pheasants, we followed the dissection and bone mid‐shaft

sampling protocol for the humeri, ulnae and carpometacarpals (cmc)

of the forelimbs, and femora, tibiotarsi and tarsometatarsi (tmt) of the

hind limbs, as described for ducks in Prondvai et al. (2020).

Undecalcified bone sample preparation for plastic embedding

followed published protocols (Lee & Simons, 2015; McGuire

et al., 2020). Plastic‐embedded samples were mounted on slides,

sectioned, thinned to ~50−70 μm and cover‐slipped following

Prondvai et al. (2020). Sectioning and grinding steps were performed

on a PetroThin Thin Section Machine (Buehler) at the University of

Oxford, manual polishing of sections to final thickness was performed

at the University of Birmingham.

2.3 | Visualization and RPP measurements

All methodological steps of microscopic investigation, section

imaging, histomorphometric measurements and RPP construction

were identical with those outlined in Prondvai et al. (2022), here

using a Zeiss Axioscope microscope and attached Axiocam 208

color digital camera for visualization of sections, ImageJ 1.53 k

(Schneider et al., 2012) to measure porosity in primary cortical

bone and Inkscape 0.92.4 (Inkscape Project, 2020) to produce

figures. Relative porosity (%) was measured in three section

sectors, each constituting four quadrants, Qa, Qb, Qc, and Qd, that

radially equally divide the cortex from the perimedullary to the

periosteal region, respectively. Standardized sector assignment
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TABLE 1 Details of the pheasant and pigeon specimens used in this study.

Note: Light and dark gray fills indicate sampled fore‐ and hind‐limb bones, respectively. For details about the duck specimens see (Prondvai et al., 2022) and
Table S4.

Abbreviations: Cmc, carpometacarpus; Fe, femur; Hu, humerus; Ti, tibiotarsus; Tmt, tarsometatarus; Ul, ulna.
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was not possible due to ontogenetic and interelemental variability

in local cortex thickness, spatial extent of secondary remodeling

and general quality of the sections. Instead, sectors were selected

to capture the maximum intrasectional diversity in primary

porosity patterns. Corresponding quadrant porosities averaged

over the three sampling sectors generate a mean 4‐point RPP for

each bone (Prondvai et al., 2022) (Supporting Information:

Table S1‐S4).

2.4 | Numeric analyses

After initial qualitative assessment, RPPs were analyzed with a

selection of methods based on the apparent ontogenetic patterns

recognized. First, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) on

the RPPs in each of the three taxa and then on the entire data set to

visually explore their arrangement in relation to the age, type of bone,

limb, fledging status, and taxonomical assignment of the individuals.

The PCA biplot is also a means of detecting skeletal dissociation by

showing how spread‐out the bones of an individual appear.

We applied two grouping methods to generate objective RPP

groups within and across taxa: (1) group‐based trajectory modeling

(GBTM), which is able to numerically test and select the best

supported number of groups in an RPP data set (Nagin, 1999, 2014;

Nielsen et al., 2014, 2018); and (2) K‐means clustering, which was

shown to give the most sensible clustering of RPPs in our previous

study (Prondvai et al., 2022). K‐means was run with the pre‐set cluster

numbers that were best supported by GBTM in each taxon separately.

We also performed K‐means with 2–5 clusters on the entire RPP data

set with all three taxa combined, and with 2–4 clusters on the RPPs of

homologous elements separately in each taxon. In the latter analyses,

GBTM could not be sensibly used due to sample size issues, so we

selected the most rational cluster numbers based on the visual

inspection of the RPP plots against their color‐coded cluster member-

ships. We focused on the results of the selected cluster numbers to

further investigate whether and how group memberships might reflect

developmental characteristics. Cluster memberships were also used to

determine the level of skeletal dissociation in each individual in relation

to its respective developmental state.

As a key aspect of this study is to investigate whether RPP

channelization is indeed a good predictor of locomotor maturation of

the limbs, the way RPP channelization is quantified and analyzed is of

crucial importance. In addition to trajectory grouping methods,

analyzing porosity variance within and across RPPs can also capture

mutual RPP alignment across bones of an individual or across the

cohorts of a species. Because porosity values are percentages ranging

from 0 to 100 (between 0 and 1 in ratio form), we used beta

regression (Cribari‐Neto & Zeileis, 2010) to quantify within‐ and

across‐RPP variance. We fitted the intercept‐only model with a logit‐

link function on the porosity values of each bone (within‐RPP) and of

corresponding quadrants across bones of an individual (across‐RPP)

and calculated the 68% interquantile ranges of the regression. These

68% prediction intervals represent the variance detected within and

across RPPs. Whereas within‐RPP variance informs about the course

of the RPP, that is, how different or uniform porosity is from the inner

to the outer cortex, across‐RPP variance is a parameter that captures

intraskeletal porosity variation by quantifying how spread out or

converging the porosity values are in each corresponding quadrant of

an individual's limb bones. Thus, each individual is characterized by

four across‐RPP variance values (Pa−Pd) and as many within‐RPP

variance values as sampled bones. For further, visual explanation of

RPP variances and their calculations, see Supporting Information:

Online Material Figure S1 and Supporting Information: 1.

Variances calculated using these approaches were then compared

with 2‐sample permutation tests—a nonparametric test that can work

with unbalanced sample sizes—between pre and postfledging elements/

individuals as well as between forelimb and hind limb bones and

combinations of these four categories (Supporting Information: Online

Material Tables S5, S6). Within‐RPP variance in homologous bones

through ontogeny were looked at separately as well. Across‐RPP

variance was also analyzed against age and the resulting fitted functions

were derived at certain age values before, at, and after fledging. The

derived slopes were then used to demonstrate how suddenly or

gradually across‐RPP variance changes with age in the context of

precocial‐altricial functional development. Finally, because in actively

growing specimens, which comprise most of our data set, porosity in the

outermost quadrant (Qd) remains high, Pd can systematically skew

within‐RPP variance compromising the quantitative detection of RPP

channelization that may be apparent in the inner three‐quarters of the

cortex. Thus, we generated within‐RPP variance based only on Qa, Qb,

and Qc porosities and ran the analyses on these data sets as well.

In addition to these variance measures, we compared the

pre versus postfledging Pd between forelimb and hind limb elements

as well as Pd in homologous elements through ontogeny in the

context of precocial‐altricial functional development.

Given that our duck sample only had a single complete fledgling

[50 days posthatching age (dph)] and only two hind limb bones of a

postfledging animal, ducks could only be evaluated qualitatively but

not statistically in the pre versus postfledging context.

All numeric analyses were implemented in RStudio (1.4.1)

integrated development environment (RStudio, PBC) for the free

programming language and statistical computing software R (R

Core Team, 2020) using the following packages and functions:

prcomp() and kmeans() in basic “stats” for PCA and K‐means

clustering, crimCV() in package “crimCV” (Nielsen, 2018) for GBTM,

betareg() in package “betareg” (Zeileis et al., 2022) for beta regression,

and permTS() in package “perm” (Fay, 2015) for 2‐sample permutation

tests. For detailed R scripts, see Supporting Information: Online

Material Information 1.

3 | RESULTS

Because qualitative evaluation and GBTM/K‐means analyses of duck

RPPs were described in Prondvai et al. (2022), here we focus on

pheasants and pigeons in the taxon‐specific analyses. However, PCA,

4 of 15 | PRONDVAI and BUTLER
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K‐means of homologous bones and variance analyses of RPPs, all of

which are implemented for the first time in this study, are discussed

for all three taxa. For further details of the results, see Supporting

Information: Online Material Information 2 and 3.

3.1 | Visual inspection of RPPs

RPP plots imply consistent differences between pre and postfledging

individuals in pheasants (Supporting Information: Figure 1a, S2A,) and

pigeons (Supporting Information: Figure 1b, S2B,) that largely corre-

spond with the observations made in ducks as they approach fledging

age (Supporting Information: Figure 2c, S2C; Prondvai et al., 2022).

In prefledging pheasants (≤14 dph), porosity along the RPPs

ranges ~10%–60%, whereas it differs by ~10%–40% in correspond-

ing quadrants among different bones (Figure 1a, Ph2_13 to Ph11_61).

Up to 5 dph, the shapes of RPPs appear mostly irregular and

independent from one another in each individual, whereas at 10 dph

a directional alignment emerges among all bones. Based on the wing

bones with enough posthatching cortex to evaluate, no difference in

porosity ranges between RPPs of wing and leg elements is evident up

to 5 dph, whereas in 10–11 dph specimens, consistently higher

porosity levels are seen along RPPs in wing bones than in the leg

bones (Supporting Information: Online Material, Figure S2A). By

contrast, a strong uniformity appears in the course of RPPs in

postfledging animals (Figure 1a, Ph20_102 to Ph117_1405). RPPs

(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 1 Limb RPPs of pheasants (a), pigeons (b) and ducks (c) demonstrating characteristic phases in their respective species‐specific
locomotor ontogenies. In all three bird species, RPPs show higher porosities, more erratic trajectories and/or less mutual alignment among limb
bones in prefledging individuals, while fledging results in RPP channelization and a general drop in porosity. Fledging‐related RPP channelization
occurs earliest in the precocial pheasants (a) but seems most drastic in the altricially developing pigeons (b). Ducks with precocial leg and altricial
wing development show a complex prefledging RPP pattern with a more gradual channelization (c). Note the 2.5 weeks old pigeon specimen
MWU 258 treated as “pre‐fledging” based on its age shows unusually low porosity and the onset of RPP channelization.

PRONDVAI and BUTLER | 5 of 15
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become organized into generally tight, asymmetrical U‐ or exponen-

tial curve‐shaped bundles with corresponding quadrant porosities

differing only by ~10%–20% and equal porosity ranges for wing and

leg bones. This mutual RPP alignment fulfils the criteria of RPP

channelization in these postfledging pheasants (Figure 1a). In fully

grown specimens (>100 dph, Figure 1a, Ph112_655 to Ph117_1405),

porosity drops along the total RPP length with Pd becoming the

lowest value coinciding with the formation of an outer circumferen-

tial layer (OCL) (Ponton et al., 2004).

In the four prefledging pigeons (≤3 weeks) available for this

study, RPPs within an individual show relatively similar shapes with

porosity divergence < 30% within corresponding quadrants and no

clear difference between forelimb and hind limb porosities (Figure 1b,

MWU260_1.5 to MWU267_2.5). Overall RPP porosity levels are high

covering ~20%–65%, except in MWU 258 which shows surprisingly

low porosity ranges (~10%–30%) (Figure 1b, Supporting Informa-

tion: S2B). In the postfledging pigeons (≥3 weeks), RPPs of all bones

collapse into a single curve with little divergence in porosities of

(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 2 PC1‐PC2 biplots of limb bone RPPs in pheasants (a), pigeons (b), and ducks (c), color‐coded by the grouping factor giving the best
RPP separation in the respective taxa. Labels correspond with the age of the sampled individuals (dph in pheasants and ducks; weeks in pigeons).
RPPs are best separated by the pre versus postfledging status of the specimens in pheasants (a) and pigeons (b), and by forelimb versus hind limb
status (i.e., limb precocity) in ducks (c).

6 of 15 | PRONDVAI and BUTLER
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corresponding quadrants (≤10%; Figure 1b, MWU269_3.5 toM-

WU255_9). This represents a striking level of RPP channelization.

Porosity drops sharply in all quadrants, and from 4.5 weeks of age, Pd

converges on zero corresponding with extensive OCL development

(Figure 1b).

Similar trends appear in the ontogenetic changes of RPPs in

homologous bones (Supporting Information: Figure S3), in particular

regarding outermost cortical porosity (Pd). In the wing bones of

prefledging pheasants (Supporting Information: Figure S3A), Pd stays

in the highest portion of the ontogenetic Pd range, while in leg bones,

Pd occupies the same range in pre and postfledging specimens

(Supporting Information: Figure S3A). Interestingly, the wing bones

and the femora show a gradually decreasing Pd with age, while there

is no apparent trend in the tibiotarsi and tmt at least up to ~50 dph

(Supporting Information: Figure S4). This contrasts with the pattern

found in ducks where Pd in wing bones shows no clear age‐related

trend up to 30 dph, while Pd in leg bones gradually decreases with

age (Supporting Information: Figure S5).

In the homologous bones of pigeons, RPP porosities are

uniformly higher at pre than postfledging ages regardless of the limb

(Supporting Information: Figure S3B). Prefledging RPPs show a

generally increasing trend, while postfledging RPPs stay flat at nearly

constant porosities. Pd steeply declines with age with no difference

among elements (Supporting Information: Figure S6).

3.2 | PCA

In the PCA of each of the three taxa, PC1 accounts for >90%

variance, the projection of average cortical porosity. In pheasants and

pigeons, the best spatial separation of RPPs in the PC1−PC2 biplots is

achieved by visualizing the pre versus postfledging status of the

bones (Figure 2a,b). All other factors (i.e., bone type, limb, age,

specimen) gave more limited or no separation of RPPs (Supporting

Information: Figures S7, S8). Although the duck data set could not be

evaluated for fledging status, color‐coding by limb (i.e., forelimb vs.

hind limb) resulted in a good spatial separation in the PC1‐PC2 biplot

of duck bone RPPs (Figure 2c, Supporting Information: Figure S9).

Although age is clearly related to PC1 (Supporting Information:

Figure S10), PC1–PC2 biplots seem to reflect the functional

performance of the elements rather than their age.

In the PCA of the pooled data set, PC1 accounts for >95%

variance. RPPs are best separated by their pre‐ versus postfledging

status on the PC1−PC2 plot (Supporting Information: Figure S11A). A

less distinct, partial separation is also identified by taxa (Supporting

Information: Figure S11B): in a limited area of the biplot, the elements

of ≤30 dph ducks appear to be wedged in between the bones of most

prefledging pheasants and all prefledging pigeons, except MWU 258.

Neither the bone types, nor the limbs produced clear separation in

the PC1−PC2 plot of the pooled data set (Supporting Information:

Figure S12). The separation patterns suggest that PC1 and PC2

represent locomotor developmental axes in this pooled data set

as well.

3.3 | GBTM and K‐means

For the pheasant RPP data set, GBTM (Supporting Information:

Figure S13A‐C, SI 2) as well as RPP plots color‐coded by K‐means

cluster memberships (Supporting Information: Figure S13D) and

cluster compositions showed the best support for the three groups

model (Supporting Information: Table S7). The three clusters,

respectively, contain (1) all prefledging wing bones but leg bones

only up to 6 dph; (2) pre and postfledging leg bones and most

postfledging wing bones of actively growing specimens (≤49 dph in

our sample); (3) mostly bones of almost or fully‐grown animals

(Supporting Information: Online Material, SI 3). Skeletal dissociation

in the 3‐cluster model is low and restricted to prefledging animals

(Supporting Information: Table S7).

In pigeons too, the 3‐group model was best supported by GBTM

(Supporting Information: Figure S14A‐C, Supporting Information: Online

Material, SI 2) and was also well justified by the RPP cluster compositions

and plotted memberships of the 3‐cluster K‐means analysis (Supporting

Information: Figure S14D). However, plotted memberships of the 2‐

cluster K‐means looked equally plausible, although its cluster member-

ships were surprising: pre and postfledging animals were separated,

except the 2.5 weeks old MWU 258 all bones of which were clustered

together with those of the postfledging animals. In the 3‐cluster K‐

means, two clusters consist only of prefledging bones, while all the bones

of postfledging animals got sorted into a separate cluster (Supporting

Information: Table S8, Supporting Information: online material, SI 3).

Except for a single prefledging specimen in the 3‐cluster setup, K‐means,

did not dissociate the skeleton of any other pigeon in this sample

(Supporting Information: Table S8).

K‐means analysis of homologous bones gave similar results in

pheasants with three being the most rational group number for all

bones, except the tarsometatarsals (Supporting Information:

Figure S15A, SI 2). In pigeons, color‐coded RPP plots of K‐means

clusters on homologous bones largely justified 2‐3 clusters (Support-

ing Information: Figure S15B). Except for the femur, all other bones

of the 2.5 weeks old MWU 258 at all cluster numbers are separated

from the other prefledging bones, either by being assigned to the

postfledging cluster, or by forming their own cluster (Supporting

Information: Online Material, SI 2, 3).

RPPs of homologous bones in ducks show a more complex

pattern. Whereas the color‐coded RPP plots of the three forelimb

bones clearly indicate which cluster number is the most reasonable,

each of the 2−4 clusters of the three hind limb bones seem equally

plausible on their respective RPP plots (Supporting Information:

Figure S16; Supporting Information: Online Material, SI 2, 3).

K‐means analysis of the entire data set gave clues on which

bones at which ontogenetic stages show similar RPPs across the

three taxa. In this large, multispecies sample, pooled RPPs show

gradual change in shape and porosity values which makes visual

distinction of potential RPP types difficult. However, five clusters

seemed to reflect reasonable RPP groups on the color‐coded

plots, and hence we chose the 5‐cluster K‐means as our model to

evaluate further (Supporting Information: Figure S17, Table S9).

PRONDVAI and BUTLER | 7 of 15
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The composition of three out of the five clusters covers all three

taxa, while the other two contain bones only of ducks and

pigeons, and of pheasants and ducks, respectively. Once again,

cluster compositions imply a complex interspecific pattern of limb

bone functional development (Supporting Information: Online

Material, SI 2, 3; Table S9).

3.4 | RPP variance (channelization) analyses

Both approaches, within‐ and across‐RPP variance, successfully

capture RPP channelization in the context of pre‐ versus postfledging

status and limbs, if porosity in the outermost quadrant (Pd) is

considered separately.

Across‐RPP variance in all quadrants but Qd is greater in

prefledging than in postfledging animals (Supporting Information:

Table S5). Across‐RPP variance values against age followed power

function in most cases (Supporting Information: Figures S18‐20),

and with the exception of Qd in pheasants, the fitted models were

significant (Supporting Information: Table S10). Derivatives of all

significant power functions show an asymptote phase starting

at ~15–20 dph age in pheasants (Supporting Information:

Figure S18), and at ~25 dph (3.5 weeks) age in pigeons, before

converging on zero (Figure S19). By contrast, in ducks, only the

model fitted on the variance in Qa was statistically significant

(Table S10) with derivatives showing an asymptote phase starting

~30 dph (Figure S20). Because of their disparate limb develop-

ment, we also analyzed across‐RPP variance by limbs in ducks

(Table S10). Although beta regression was not possible for

forelimbs separately because only the humerus was sampled in a

few early juveniles, the power function fitted on the across‐RPP

variance of the hind limbs was significant in all quadrants but Qc

with their derivatives closing the asymptote already at ~8–15 dph

(Supporting Information: Figure S21). Details of the functions,

model‐related statistics and derivates are provided in Supporting

Information: 2 and 3.

Within‐RPP variance is significantly greater in pre than in

postfledging bones and limbs in pigeons, whereas only within‐RPP

variance calculated without Pd, detected these statistical differences

in pheasants. No difference appears in within‐RPP variance with or

without Pd between forelimb versus hind limb bones in pre and

postfledging limbs or when fledging status is not considered

(Supporting Information: Table S6). In ducks, only the potential

difference in within‐RPP variance with or without Pd between fore‐

and hind‐limbs could be tested. Neither of these tests showed

difference between fore‐ and hind‐limb bones in ducks through

ontogeny (Supporting Information: Table S6).

3.5 | Porosity in Qd (Pd)

Permutation tests showed that in prefledging pheasants, forelimb

bones have higher Pd than hind limb bones, while no difference

between limbs is detectable in postfledging animals or when

averaged through ontogeny. In ducks, Pd does not differ between

wings and legs until fledging age (≤50 dph). In pigeons, while there is

no difference in Pd between the limbs in prefledging animals or

through ontogeny, postfledging animals show higher Pd in their

forelimbs than hind limbs (Supporting Information: Table S11).

In the homologous bones of pheasants, each wing bone showed

higher Pd in prefledging than in postfledging animals, while Pd of the

three leg bones did not differ between pre and postfledging

individuals. By contrast, in pigeons all bones showed higher Pd in

prefledging than in postfledging animals (Supporting Information:

Table S11). Ducks could not be tested in this context.

4 | DISCUSSION

The qualitative and numeric analyses of limb bone RPPs of pheasants,

pigeons and ducks reveal clear consistencies that can be related to

their respective locomotor ontogenetic development and that largely

support the hypotheses outlined in previous proof‐of‐concept work

(Prondvai et al., 2022). Most importantly, the dynamics of RPP

channelization through ontogeny largely correlate with functional

development (Figure 3), reflecting the complexity of interactions

between growth and locomotor maturation.

4.1 | RPPs as osteohistological correlates of
locomotor ontogeny

We consider here two important developmental events in flight‐

capable birds: the onset of bipedal terrestrial (and potentially arboreal

and/or aquatic) locomotion and the onset of flight (i.e., fledging).

Even though only three bird species were used in this study, they

cover an informative range of developmental strategies on the

precocial–altricial spectrum (Figure 3).

Pheasants are on the highly precocial end of the spectrum

with hatchlings capable of bipedal locomotion and their wings

with flight feathers developing so quickly that chicks are able to

fly ~2 weeks after hatching (Myhrvold et al., 2015). Although 2

weeks posthatching in absolute terms may also be long enough for

some small bodied, fully altricial passeriform birds to fledge

(Myhrvold et al., 2015), these crucial ontogenetic events must

be considered in the relative developmental time‐frame of the

individual species. From hatching, pheasants need ~100 days to

reach adulthood (defined here as termination of longitudinal bone

growth, approach of the mass asymptote and display of a fully

mature plumage). This means that pheasant chicks fledge at ~15%

of adult age by which time they have achieved only ~50% of adult

bone length and ~10% of adult mass (Supporting Information:

Figures S22A, S23A). This level of aerial locomotor precocity

among extant birds is surpassed only by megapodes, the chicks of

which hatch with fully functional wings (Starck, 1993; Starck &

Ricklefs, 1998; Starck & Sutter, 2000).

8 of 15 | PRONDVAI and BUTLER
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Although generally considered precocial, ducks represent a

mixed locomotor developmental strategy with legs performing

terrestrial and aquatic locomotion from hatching, but wings not

ready for flight until close to adulthood (as defined above). In other

words, legs develop precocially but wings develop altricially in ducks,

contrasting with the overall precocial condition with only a short

delay in the onset of flight seen in pheasants. This strong modularity

in duck limb functional development is evident in the differing

(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 3 Comparative ontogenetic changes in the RPPs of limb bones in three birds with different locomotor ontogenetic strategies. The
species‐specific ontogenetic trajectories represent the standardized developmental time it takes to reach adulthood (as defined in text). (a),
Pheasants hatch with precocial legs and with wings able to perform flight at ~15% of their development (fledging). (b), Ducks hatch with
precocial legs but altricial wings and fledge only when they reach adulthood. (c), Pigeons develop fully altricially and fledge at ~70%−75% of their
developmental time. Irrespective of its relative ontogenetic timing, in each species fledging is associated with RPP channelization. Note that
corresponding RPP patterns related to different phases of locomotor development can also be identified across the three taxa (degree of gray
shades) demonstrating the RPPs' potential to be used as a standardized indicator of the locomotor performance along the spectrum of
ontogenetic strategies in interspecific comparisons.

PRONDVAI and BUTLER | 9 of 15
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longitudinal growth dynamics of the wing and leg elements (Dial &

Carrier, 2012). Whereas leg bones reach adult length already at

30 dph, wing bones reach their final length only by fledging that

occurs at ~50–60 dph. By fledging, longitudinal growth in ducks is

completed (Supporting Information: Figure S22B) and they are almost

fully grown having reached ~85% of adult mass (Dial & Carrier, 2012).

Pigeons are the most altricial representative of our sample with

neither terrestrial/arboreal nor aerial locomotion performed until late

in their ontogeny, close to adulthood. Their fledging coincides with

leaving the nest, thus sharply contrasting with the precocial

pheasants and ducks which leave the nest soon after hatching.

Relative mobility of the nest‐bound chicks is restricted, and hence

functional demands on the limbs are mostly related to positioning,

displacing and scrambling movements among the nestlings with

progressively increasing frequency of exercises performed as fledging

approaches; similar to that documented in other birds (Liang

et al., 2018; Ruaux et al., 2020; Thorsen et al., 2004; Yoda et al., 2017

and refs therein). Fledging clearly represents the most abrupt

transition in the life history of altricial birds (e.g., Martin et al., 2018;

Michaud & Leonard, 2000; Naef‐Daenzer & Grüebler, 2016) and

hence is expected to be accompanied by the most radical changes in

their locomotor systems. In pigeons, fledging occurs at ~25–30 dph

which is ~70%–75% of their total developmental period (~40 dph). By

this time, >85% of the longitudinal bone growth is achieved

(Supporting Information: Figure S22C), but only ~60%–70% of adult

mass (McGuire et al., 2020), so considerable mass accumulation

continues until ≥40 dph (Supporting Information: Figure S23B).

Put in their respective developmental contexts, the relative

timing of RPP channelization in the limb bones of these three taxa

reflects the combination of growth and increasing functional

demands related to increasing locomotor activity.

Visually, pheasant limb bones start showing the first signs of

RPP channelization by 10 dph, with the trend of mutual RPP

alignment and dropping porosity levels. In this period before

fledging, wing bones show higher porosities than leg bones

consistent with their relatively delayed functional deployment.

However, although legs perform locomotor functions right after

hatching, while wings do not until fledging, no disparate RPP trend

appears between fore‐ and hind‐limb bones in <6 dph specimens

(Figure 1a, Supporting Information: Figure S2A). Even though this

observation is exclusively based on humeri (posthatching cortex in

other wing bones is too underdeveloped at ≤6 dph for RPP

generation), a similar lack of difference between RPPs of precocial

leg bones and altricial wing bones was observed in the youngest

ducklings up to 8 dph (Figure 1c, Supporting Information:

Figure S2C). This consistency across taxa also supports the

hypothesis that the locomotion‐induced osteonal compaction lags

behind the rapid volumetric cortical expansion in these early

ontogenetic stages of fast‐growing birds (Prondvai et al., 2022).

Furthermore, the underdeveloped posthatching cortex in wing

bones is also a strong qualitative indicator of disparate wing

and leg development, and hence should be considered in RPP

evaluations.

Nevertheless, RPP correlates of precocity in these early prefledging

stages can still be identified in homologous bones through ontogeny

(Supporting Information: Figures S3‐S6). Osteonal compaction is clearly

related to functional maturation, and in prefledging pheasants, the leg

bones show the same porosity (or compaction) levels in the outer cortical

half as their postfledging homologs. By contrast, prefledging wing bones

have consistently higher porosity throughout the cortex compared with

their postfledging counterparts (Supporting Information: Figures S3A, S4).

In ducks, the pattern between wing and leg bones is different but it also

concerns the outer half of the cortex. Compaction of the outermost

cortex happens in a stepwise manner through ontogeny in the precocial

leg bones, while in the altricial wing bones it seems to increase more

abruptly right before fledging (Supporting Information: Figures S3C, S5).

This suggests that relative compaction of limb bone cortices is driven by

the onset of their respective locomotor function, and hence can be used

as an additional indicator of locomotor transitions.

By the earliest postfledging age present in our pheasant sample

(20 dph), wing and leg bones show the same level of RPP

channelization; a pattern implying equally functional fore‐ and hind‐

limbs. This channelization is characterized by bundles of wing and leg

bone RPPs showing similar shapes and porosity ranges, that is, similar

cortical compaction patterns (Figure 1a, Supporting Information:

Figure S2A). Lacking postfledging wing bones in our duck sample, no

equivalent RPP bundles could be identified in ducks. However, it is

clear that up to fledging age (~50 dph), the RPPs of precocial leg

bones tend to run below the RPPs of altricial wing bones in ducklings,

even though both limbs have similarly shaped RPPs already at 30 dph

(Figure 1c, Supporting Information: Figure S2C). The RPP pattern at

30 and 50 dph in ducks resembles that observed in pheasants at

10−11 dph; each taxon being in their respective preparation period

for fledging. The progressive RPP alignment and channelization

before fledging in both taxa indicates that RPPs can identify

corresponding locomotor developmental stages across taxa with

different ontogenetic strategies (Figure 3a,b).

The situation in pigeons is less clear due to the low prefledging

ontogenetic resolution of our sample with only four specimens

representing two, roughly estimated age categories. Considering the

relative suddenness of the onset of effective locomotion in the nest‐

bound pigeons as compared to the precocial pheasants and ducks,

differences in the dynamics of RPP changes related to fledging might be

expected. However, the postfledging pigeon RPPs indicate that a strong

channelization must occur before or at fledging (Figure 3c, Supporting

Information: Figure S2B).

The postfledging RPP pattern is also informative of respective

developmental strategies. The early flying pheasant chicks still have a

great deal of growth ahead of them before reaching adult dimensions.

Accordingly, their outermost cortex (Qd) maintains high porosity, while

the bulk of the cortex is much more compacted giving their RPP bundles

the asymmetrical U‐shape or exponential function shape described

above (Figures 1a and 3a, Supporting Information: Figure S2A). By

contrast, the radical collapse of RPPs into a quasi‐single curve observed

around or shortly after fledging (at 3.5 weeks) in pigeons

(Figures 1b and 3c, Supporting Information: Figure S2B), where
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Qd shows porosity levels only slightly higher than, equal with, or even

lower than the rest of the cortex (Supporting Information:

Figures S3B, S6), is in line with their strategy to grow closer to adult

size before fledging. Although no postfledging wing bones were available

in our duck sample, the low porosity of RPPs, especially in the weight‐

bearing hind limbs, around fledging age (50 dph) compared to prefledging

RPPs suggests that the bulk of growth is indeed completed by fledging

(Figure 1c, Supporting Information: Figure s2c). After fledging, further

RPP channelization of wing and leg bones via uniformly extensive

cortical compaction is expected to soon lead to the same RPP pattern as

found in the two hind limb elements of the adult duck. If the latter

inference is correct, RPPs through ontogeny reliably reflect the well‐

known developmental strategy of ducks, as well (Figure 3).

4.2 | Quantitative support for RPP patterns

Results of the variance analyses of RPPs performed to quantitatively

capture RPP channelization are in accordance with the qualitatively

identified patterns, and hence largely support the above conclusions.

Across‐RPP variance describing intraskeletal porosity variation in

corresponding quadrants among different limb bones is expected to

decrease in specimens with channelized limb bone RPPs. This, in turn,

is expected to coincide with intensifying functional demands and

increasing locomotor performance. Indeed, this is precisely what we

found in pheasants and pigeons: across‐RPP variance was greater in

prefledging than in postfledging individuals in all quadrants, except in

Qd representing the outermost cortex that was still growing in most of

our sampled specimens. The sudden drop in across‐RPP variance

derivatives also coincides with the fledging age in both taxa further

supporting the usefulness of this parameter for numerical exploration

of RPPs. On the other hand, the fitted models could not sufficiently

describe the across‐RPP variance pattern in our duck sample which in

essence consisted of prefledging individuals, and hence lacked the

drastic RPP channelization observed in the other two taxa. However,

the separately analyzed hind limb across‐RPP variance derivatives

reaching an asymptote at ~8−15 dph likely represent the prelude of

locomotion‐related RPP channelization in the ducklings' precocial legs.

Within‐RPP variance, which demonstrates how even or uneven

porosity/compaction levels are throughout the cortex, is sensitive to

single‐point outliers, and hence could not detect RPP channelization

in actively growing postfledging pheasant bones with high porosity in

Qd. However, Pd excluded, within‐RPP variance also became a

reliable parameter to distinguish pre from postfledging animals with

high confidence. Still, within‐RPP variance was unable to differentiate

between altricial forelimb and precocial hind limb RPPs in ducks

indicating that prefledging RPPs can have similar shapes regardless of

the locomotor performance of the duckling limbs.

PCA visualization and clustering/grouping of RPPs also support

the results and interpretations of the qualitative and quantitative

analyses of RPP channelization (Figure 2, Supporting Information:

Figure S7‐9). The bones' spatial arrangement along the first two PCA

axes, the K‐means cluster compositions, and the skeletal dissociation

levels (Supporting Information: Tables S7, S8, S12) are largely

consistent with the respective ontogenetic locomotor development

of the three avian taxa. Whereas in pheasants and pigeons, the major

divisions correspond with the fledging status of the animals, in our

largely prefledging duck sample the level of limb precocity appears to

be the dominant bone separating factor (Figure 2). Accordingly, K‐

means‐based skeletal dissociation of the animals is highest in ducks

and lowest in pigeons, whereas pheasants with slightly more

precocial legs than wings show moderate dissociation levels

(Supporting Information: Tables S7, S8, S12). In addition, K‐means

was also able to capture the precocial hind limb condition in

pheasants by clustering ≥ 10 dph leg bones together with postfled-

ging bones, and thus separating them from all prefledging wing

elements (Supporting Information: Table S7). However, in congruence

with all other analyses, K‐means could not detect precocity in leg

bone RPPs in ≤6 dph pheasant chicks.

The PCA and K‐means analyses of the pooled data set gave

interesting insights into the potentially corresponding phases of

functional development of limb bones across the three taxa. Whereas

fledging status was clearly the best separator on the PC1‐PC2 plot

(Supporting Information: Figure S11A), the projection of the

taxonomic assignment seems to reflect the intermediate develop-

mental strategy of ducks between the whole‐precocial pheasants and

the whole‐altricial pigeons (Supporting Information: Figure S11B). As

this pattern could best be captured in the respective prefledging

ontogenetic stages of the taxa, it supports, once again, the universal

RPP channelization effect of fledging. Similarly, K‐means cluster

memberships imply an intermediate developmental position of ducks

between pheasants and pigeons (Supporting Information: Table S9).

Finally, relative porosity in the outermost cortex (Qd) seems to

reflect the temporal difference in the onset of wing‐ versus leg‐driven

locomotion in pheasants. Pd is higher in prefledging wing bones than

leg bones, while this difference disappears after fledging. Furthermore,

prefledging wing bones show higher Pd than their postfledging

homologs, whereas no such difference exists between pre and

postfledging leg bone homologs. This pattern suggests that difference

in the relative porosity of the outermost cortex between the limbs

indicates difference in their functional performance. Thus, lower Pd in

the legs of pheasant chicks in the prefledging developmental phase is

likely related to the leg‐driven precocial locomotion from hatching.

In accordance with this hypothesis, pigeons in which prefledging

wings and legs equally lack locomotor function show no difference in

their Pd. However, after fledging, wing bones show somewhat higher

Pd than leg bones. This might be attributed to the predominantly

terrestrial/arboreal locomotion of the fledglings: even though they

leave the nest, in the first few days, fledgling pigeons tend to stay on

the ground or perch on branches and only take short flights if

necessary (Liang et al., 2018). This difference between effective

functional demand placed on fledgling wing and leg bones may

be related to the slight difference in their Pd values. Thus, the

ontogenetic timing of emergence and disappearance of potential

differences in Pd between the wings and legs could also be used to

tackle the development of locomotion.
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Interestingly, this pattern does not hold true of ducks which,

despite the tremendous difference between prefledging wing and leg

functional development, showed no statistically supported difference

in their Pd values. A clear difference only appears in ducklings by

30 dph and still exists at 50 dph with the wing bones showing higher

Pd than leg bones; however, this age subsample was too small for

statistical analysis. The lack of limb separation in earlier ontogenetic

stages is a peculiar feature in ducks and awaits further testing.

4.3 | RPPs reveal individual variation

Taken together, all these independent RPP evaluation techniques

lead to the convergent conclusion that RPPs are shaped by the

complex interactions between growth and function and that RPP

characteristics are reliable indicators of relative functional maturity

and limb performance.

The analytical power of RPPs is unequivocally demonstrated in

the ~2.5 weeks old pigeon specimen MWU 258. Even though its

roughly estimated age would suggest a prefledging condition—and

accordingly it was considered as such in all of our analyses—its RPPs

showed curious indication of ongoing RPP channelization (Figure 1b,

MWU258_2.5). This was also reflected in its bones being positioned

in the postfledging PCA point cloud of the pooled data set

(Supporting Information: Figure S11), clustered together with those

of postfledging animals or forming their own single‐member clusters

in the K‐means analyses (Supporting Information: Table S8, SI 2,3).

This peculiarity is explained by a surprising level of individual variance

in fledging age: despite 2.5 weeks being generally regarded as

prefledging age in pigeons, this particular specimen exhibited a fully

developed fledging plumage at the time of its death. By sharp

contrast, MWU 267, the other specimen of the same ~2.5 weeks

cohort, which even had slightly greater body mass than MWU 258,

still possessed underdeveloped pin feathers and bald areas on its

body surface. This example clearly shows that RPP is able to detect

fledging in an age‐independent manner.

The considerable inter‐ and intraspecific fledging time diversity in

altricial birds is driven by a variety of factors, such as sibling

interactions (Nilsson & Svensson, 1993; Santema et al., 2021),

nestling development (Michaud & Leonard, 2000), parent‐offspring

conflict (Jones et al., 2020), nest predation pressure (Martin

et al., 2018; Martin, 2015; Remeŝ & Martin, 2002) and other intrinsic

and environmental constraints (Cooney et al., 2020), and similar

diversity is expected in the fledging age in precocial birds. Therefore,

RPPs are particularly important as an age‐independent analytical tool

in palaeohistological studies aiming to explore locomotor ontogeny in

fossils by means of quantitative bone tissue characteristics.

4.4 | Future directions

With a total of 264 measured and analyzed limb bones of growth

series of three avian taxa, our study is the most extensive

quantitative ontogenetic osteohistological study of extant birds to

date. Yet, there are several aspects of the relationship between RPPs

and locomotor developmental characteristics that could not be

covered here and need to be explored further. Filling these

knowledge gaps by expanding RPP research in modern animals is

especially important for studying extinct tetrapods if the RPP method

is to be reliably used as the osteohistological correlate of a range of

locomotor ontogenetic strategies.

For instance, due to the unbalanced nature of the ontogenetic

representation in our sample, the resolution in some crucial

locomotor developmental phases was barely or not enough for

robust statistical testing. The sample size of pre versus postfledging

specimens was uneven within and across the three taxa, and the age

estimation in pigeons was relatively crude. Furthermore, even though

the pigeon specimen MWU 258 is an evident example of individual

variation in growth strategy and functional development, our cohorts

did not have enough specimens to statistically address the extent of

intraspecific variation. Thus, a better‐balanced sample with enough

representatives of important stages in ontogenetic locomotor

transitions would produce firmer analytical results and a more

profound understanding of the processes shaping the RPPs. Never-

theless, intraspecific variability remains hard to assess as it would

require a fairly large sample size in each cohort that is usually difficult

to acquire.

Besides uniformly indicating crucial developmental events, such

as fledging, RPPs also show species‐specific characteristics. Among

the developmental strategies represented by our three taxa, the

disparate limb development in ducks appears to result in the most

complex prefledging RPP patterns that are, as a consequence, also

the hardest to interpret. A further complication with regard to ducks

is their aquatic lifestyle from hatching on. Although both the duck

and pheasant hatchlings have precocial hind limbs, the foot‐propelled

swimming combined with occasional walking/running on land in

ducklings and the predominantly terrestrial locomotion with constant

weight bearing in pheasant chicks means different centers of mass

and gait, and different loading regimes in their hind limbs (e.g., Habib

& Ruff, 2008; Hinić‐Frlog & Motani, 2010; Wei & Zhang, 2021; Zeffer

et al., 2003). Such lifestyle‐related differences are likely to affect hind

limb bone RPPs throughout ontogeny in as yet unknown ways. Thus,

RPP data collection in other taxa with disparate limb development

and diverse lifestyles could give a deeper understanding of how these

factors influence RPPs as osteohistological indicators of locomotor

performance.

Fledging is a key transition in the ontogeny of volant birds; one

that leads to the most energy‐demanding type of locomotion with

systemic effects on the physiology of the whole organism

(Scanes, 2014). As such, it is not surprising that the onset of flight

has the most radical effect on RPPs through bird ontogeny. By

contrast, the onset of terrestrial/aquatic locomotion in precocial birds

leaves a much less prominent signal in the hind limb bone RPPs, even

if the delayed osteonal compaction relative to volumetric expansion

of the posthatching cortex is accounted for. Prefledging RPP

channelization in the precocial leg bones is not as distinct as in
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postfledging states, and hence the prediction power of RPPs seems

lower for early hind limb locomotor function, or the underlying

pattern is not yet fully understood due to insufficient data. However,

the strong RPP channelization revealed in the semiprecocial juvenile

hoatzins (Prondvai et al., 2022) which perform a peculiar wing‐ and

leg‐assisted arboreal and aquatic locomotion long before fledging

(Abourachid et al., 2019) suggests that the functional deployment of

both limbs may be key for obvious RPP channelization to occur. This

would imply that not only fledging but the systemic effect of other

types of locomotion performed by both limbs likely results in distinct

RPP channelization.

Future studies using RPPs to reconstruct changes in terrestrial

locomotor development, such as ontogenetic postural shifts, in fossil

tetrapods need to consider the current limitation of understanding

and be prudent in interpretations. On the other hand, long standing

disputes and widely accepted views about the precocial flight

capabilities of pterosaur hatchlings (Unwin & Deeming, 2019; Wang

et al., 2017) and fossil paravians (Chinsamy & Elzanowski, 2001;

Elzanowski, 1981; Varricchio et al., 2015; Xing et al., 2017; Zhou &

Zhang, 2004), respectively, could already be osteohistologically

addressed and resolved with RPP analysis of early juvenile limb

bones. Nevertheless, it remains essential to expand RPP studies to a

wider variety of extant volant and nonvolant vertebrates to get a

comprehensive understanding of how the many different intrinsic

and extrinsic factors might influence RPP patterns through ontogeny.

5 | CONCLUSION

RPP is the first quantitative osteohistological method that is verified

on extant birds to yield reliable information on locomotor ontogeny.

RPP channelization—the increasing and more or less even compac-

tion of the inner half to three quarters of the primary cortex resulting

in the mutual alignment of RPPs among the animal's limb bones—is

identified as the osteohistological correlate of functional maturation

of the locomotor system. Based on our sample, the onset of flight

results in the most obvious RPP channelization in volant birds. In the

functionally mature birds with full flight potential, RPP channelization

eventually progresses into uniformly low porosity (i.e., high compac-

tion) throughout the cortex, and with the formation of an OCL, this

cortical portion becomes effectively avascular. Even though a certain

level of RPP channelization also characterizes the onset of terrestrial/

aquatic locomotor function in the hind limbs, the signal is less clear

and needs further examination. However, the distinct RPP channeli-

zation found in the semiprecocial hoatzin chicks that climb and swim

with all four limbs way before they start flying suggests that equally

developed locomotor function in both limbs may be the key inducer

of systemic RPP channelization.

With these findings in modern birds with known locomotor

developmental strategies, this study represents a strong foundation

for studying the evolution of flight in long extinct volant vertebrates,

including key transitional taxa along the dinosaur–bird lineage and

pterosaurs, the first actively flying vertebrates in Earth's history.

Finally, by adding new RPP data of flightless birds and terrestrial

mammals, the range of the diverse ontogenetic information that can

be drawn from primary bone tissue as demonstrated here could be

extended beyond volancy. This would be crucial for answering long

standing questions about quadrupedal versus bipedal ontogenetic

postural shifts in a variety of fossil archosaurs; a developmental

phenomenon that has no analogs among modern vertebrates.
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